For Immediate Release

GATI-KWE wins two awards in ‘Road transportation’ and ‘Achievement in
continuous improvement’ in Supply chain management
Hyderabad 4th March 2014: GATI-KWE (subsidiary of Gati Ltd) the leader in Express
Distribution and Supply Chain Management won in the category of ‘Road Transportation’
at the Indian Chamber of Commerce Excellence Awards 2014 and ‘Achievement in
Continuous Improvement’ category at the 3rd Asia Manufacturing Supply Chain Summit
(AMSCS) both held in February 2014.
The 4th edition of Indian Supply Chain Logistics Summit & Excellence Award 2014
organized by Indian Chamber of Commerce awarded GATI-KWE in the „Road
Transportation‟ category acknowledging its market leadership in the express delivery of
commercial packages via roads via its extensive reach, network and organized fleet of
vehicles. Shri Oscar Fernandes, Hon’ble Minister, Ministry of Road Transport &
Highways, Government of India presented the prestigious award to the Gati management at
the award ceremony.
Also, the Asia Manufacturing Supply Chain Awards, presented to GATI-KWE with
„Achievement in Continuous Improvement‟ category in the supply chain management arena.
Commenting on the host of awards, Mr. Diljeet Singh, Chief Sales and Marketing Officer,
GATI-KWE said, “We are not only pleased but extremely honoured to receive these awards.
They are symbolic of our commitment to our clients and our endeavour to provide world
class service to them. We would like to thank all the concerned Institutions and authorities
for recognizing the efforts of our team who have been putting sincere efforts to evolve in a
challenging business environment.”
About Gati – Kintetsu Express Private Limited
Gati-Kintetsu Express Private Limited (GATI-KWE) is a joint venture company between
Gati – India‟s pioneer and leader in Express Distribution and Supply Chain Solutions and
Kintetsu World Express Japan‟s leading logistics provider. Following the joint venture GATIKWE today offers an unmatched service offering that brings in local experience with global
expertise. GATI-KWE is a 3500 people strong company with an annual turnover of Rs. 8088
million.

